Inmate Surveys, Part V
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   _______________________________________________________________________
   Printed name: _____________________________________________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?    √ YES, ____ NO.
   Comments: ________________________________
   _______________________________________________________________________

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Administrative Confinement
   ________________________________

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?   / __________

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?   45 days
   ________________________________

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   N/A
   ________________________________

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   I don't know
   ________________________________

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?   6 once a month
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?   15 minutes
   ________________________________

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   I don't know
   ________________________________

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?   C E D
    ________________________________

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    I don't know
    ________________________________
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison? GED

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

________________________ Printed name: __________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?    _____ YES, _____ NO.

Comments: Overall, most staff are professional; however, at times requests are responded to slower than in general population or not at all.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Immediate Segregation pending Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 2

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 10 weeks

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? 7 weeks

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

Can request a visit by mental health staff.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? once in 70 weeks

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 1-2 minutes

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None that I am aware of.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Continuing Care group therapy for sex offenders.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Alcoholics Anonymous meetings; religious programming, or access to the ISP Religious Library.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here ____________
Printed name: ____________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? X YES, ___ NO.
Comments: mostly yes-There are sometimes exceptions brief as they are
rules yes

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
Immediate seg → disciplinary seg → administrative seg [normal, program]

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 3 times in 28 years

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 14 days, 21 days, 13 months...

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
13 months + counting

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
written requests ("requests") will usually result in a MH staff telephone
visit with you - Rx may result - sometimes mailing material - future staff visits also
depending on circumstances

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? monthly or more oft in seg
Typically, how much time do they spend with you? a few minutes unless i want to talk
[prev psychiatrist was about 5 min] 6 month 130 min psychiatric reviews

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
a transformation program: written, where you examine your goals, behavior to earn privileges as you progress - nothing else i have heard of (maybe ged)

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? [life sentence, murder - 28 years down] no years specified - later likely a violence prevention program (not available in seg)

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
at age 71, 28 years in prison - helpful ex-military officer - probably not much left, difficult to get - this is the exception, not the rule, however, if continuation of medication + counseling (if pm) would be a good idea upon leaving prison + returning to society
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Same answer as #11 - body to society through group therapy, help with outside medical programs, job availability, housing. Parole staff may help w/some of this.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

- Noise is a huge problem - staff rarely makes an effort to control it (in fairness it's very hard to do from male sleeping difficult
- Psychiatrist (prescriptions) would often Rx a mood enhancer that was also a sleep aid (side effect). A lot of this kind of Rx in the past depends on the semi-isolation exacerbated existing MT problems. They may not have been obvious beforehand - many younger, somewhat hyperactive and formerly "wired" (intense social militarily) inmates have trouble adjusting to relative isolation - tend to move to the extremes; loud, noisy, taking out, or "down" & perhaps depressed. In 13 months, I've seen more of the more-or-less extremes than people truly well-adjusted (quiet & productively doing their time)
- Mental Health is setting up a "Skype" type system for psychiatric care - computer terminal in seg and another at the provider's location - infra structure is in fiberoptics - yes? Also, just need the hardware, electronics and procedures. Worth keeping an eye on - should improve access to care.
- Used to have a "Transitional program" here - 16 weeks, increasing privileges for those in seg 1-yr or more - to ease the move back into general population - discontinued months ago (why?) Looked good on paper and inmates really liked it - but I'm sure it was effective at anything.
- Seg status reviewed periodically by staff depending on status - I'm not sure how realistic the review process, but it's (approached by committee) are reviewed and recommendations made to Warden + others who decide status.
- I've seen social services & parole staff visit seg - I would guess to assist or advise inmates about to go into their programs (?) - don't know specifics.
- Have also elicited data about MT + programs from staff as well as inmates.

OPTIONAL: Name [BLANK] INMATE NUMBER [BLANK]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   N/A Printed name: N/A

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? YES, NO.

   Comments: I am transgender and staff and prison admins do not treat me equally. I have been discriminated for who I am. They have no policies for trans people.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 1 time

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 2 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? 2 years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   We can get materials and are visited every 90 days. We can write kites to talk to mental health for about 1 hour.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? 90 days
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 5 minutes

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   There are no programs available.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? I do not need any programming on my plan.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   More help with depression. I have had it since I was a child. Same with anxiety.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I do not need any programming.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

We are not respected down here. Some inmates are favored over others by the 2nd shift case manager. They have no training regarding transgender inmates. I have been very outspoken about that and the discrimination I face. We get a chance to move to other cells every 90 days. Since I have been down here for almost 2 years all my requests are denied. I have been a friend with an inmate my whole time here. He is forced to take his GED classes in his room and does not get any help from a teacher or teachers aid. When we have problems we can talk to each other. There has never been any problems between us. I can help him with his homework, but staff and administration will not let us be cellies. Right now I am his only help to learn what he needs to get his diploma, but they won't let me help.

I currently am fighting the prison over discrimination and am going through the Ombudsman's office. I am trying to get the ACLU involved. Apparently I am the first transgender who has tested the prison.

I do get some somewhat good medical help. I had a heart attack 4 years ago.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
Jay Bruno  Printed name: Jay Bruno

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  X YES, NO.

Comments: Except that mental doesn't come and see me every week anymore. They only come every 90 days

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  The rest of my time has been PC.

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? Since Nov/Dec 2012

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
still on PC.

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
None; except the 90 day reviews

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Every 90 days or 3 months
Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 2 to 4 minutes

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
There are no programs available for me, but they do have G.E.D. classes.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? There is no sex offender programming available on PC.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
Sex offender treatment, being able to speak with a mental health person weekly or as needed.
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12) When on segregation status what **programs** would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Sex offender programming.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I think I should be able to take my sex offender programming while in PC. If I have to go to another PC unit for this programming, I have to put myself at risk for being bullied, assaulted, and pressured. I don't think I should have to risk my safety to get the programming I need.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   
   Printed name: ________________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?   YES, ❌ NO.
   
   Comments: A test to determine depression which I knew I am have been very depressed I haven't received the help I need. Paper work doesn't cure depression the trick.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 1

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 1yr pc

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? 1yr

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   Mental Health

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? 4 times
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 30 min to 10 min.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? None (SAW/RTC)

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison? SAW/RTC would be nice to do when in PC.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

RTC/S46

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: Not every one has a paying job. NO Access to min. wage jobs, laundry, shoes etc. Not general pop has. We don't get 2 yards. or All day access to Day Room, the Gym, the Library. We don't even get the cream, but it's on the Commissary list. What we do get, it's expensive. Why not help to do Reasons (Computer, Internet, certifications in Welding, Free College, Bankruptcy help why not cheap clothes, TUs, etc.

Locked Away in a Room, with a Cell. All day, everyday, does nothing for us. I have Anxiety Being here in Prison, Its not my fault I hate to be protected from other Inmates, gang etc. I have never been so depressed, stressed out. In my entire life.

Any Improvements point all having money when leaving Prison would help me, cause it'll be harder and harder, nothing. I lost everything. Drug Treatment here would be beneficial in RA.

P.S. Should be discrimination, to all the Abused As for Mental Health. Taking away or making things worse like they are isn't right. After All were U.S. American Citizens, though Incarcerated the better you can help us, more you can, the better chance to be successful upon Release. Maybe you should give us more good time for being confined like this.

OPTIONAL: Name

INMATE NUMBER
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

__________________________________________
Printed name: __________________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES, NO.

Comments: Staff treat us like shit because we are in prison, we have less privileges which I don't understand.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  2

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  7 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  7 months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

When they decide to see us once every 3 months

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  every 3 months

Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  3 min

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None, school, and that's it

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  Drug treatment, Jobs

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Just to have a mental health provider after release.
12) When on segregation status what **programs** would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

*Our treatment aid of us in P.C. Daly. Set out because we can't do the program which we should be able to.*

Please provide any additional comments below:

**Additional Comments regarding segregation status:**

*We should all have jobs. The treatment programs should be able to care to us and the school does. We should be able to get jobs like everyone else.*

*INMATE NUMBER*
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ______________________________________________________
   Printed name: ________________________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ____ YES,  X  NO.
   Comments: __________________________________________
   HAVE BEEN TOLD BY A CASEWORKER THAT WE ALL SHOULD BE KILLED BECAUSE WE ARE USELESS.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   ____________________________
   PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  ________

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  ______ 12 MONTHS.

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  ______ 12 MONTHS.

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   ____________________________
   ONCE EVERY 3 MONTHS A THERAPIST WILL COME SEE YOU. YOU HAVE TO KITE TO SPEAK TO THEM OTHERWISE

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  ___ EVERY 3 MONTHS
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  _____ 6 MIN.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   ____________________________
   SCHOOL FOR THOSE WHO HAVE NOT GRADUATED.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  _______  
    ____________________________
    NONE

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    ____________________________
    CREEP THERAPY, LIFE SKILLS, COGNITIVE THINKING, TO HAVE STAFF WHO WANT TO HELP YOU, NOT JUST TO DO THEIR JOB.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Life Skills, Cognitive Thinking, Parenting, Drug Treatment, More Individualized Counseling

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

Myself as well as many others on "PC" administrative segregation feel that we are being punished for not wanting to be on the yard and be who we used to be. I personally am here to change. I know that I need help and programs are offered yet since I chose to be on "PC" (protective custody) those programs are not offered to me. For wanting to change I feel that I am being put into a situation where I have to choose my safety or taking a chance on being hurt. We don't get the medical attention we used. A nurse comes around once in a while and asks if you need medical and then tells you that you need to write a note. I had to walk on a torn ACL and torn meniscus from March 27, 2014 until June 2014 when I finally got an MRI and was told I needed surgery. At first I was told that nothing was wrong and to take ibuprofen and stay off it. The doctor told me that I was exaggerating I was supposed to still have physical therapy yet 3 sessions later I still don't have full movement and was told no more physical therapy.

OPTIONAL: Name

INMATE NUMBER
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here.
   Printed name: ______________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES, ☑ NO.
   Comments: IF A GRIEVANCE IS WRITTEN ON A STAFF MEMBER AS INMATES ARE CALLED CARS.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? ______

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? ______

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? ______

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   YOU HAVE TO LITE FOR HELP OTHERWISE, SEEN EVERY 60 DAYS

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? ______
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? ______

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   SCHOOL

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? ______

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison? ______
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Life Skills, Cognitive Thinking, Parenting, Drug Treatment

More individualized counseling.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: We are on segregation status "PC" because we want to change yet being here is more like a punishment for us. There is only school for us. This is only so important for those who still need it. What about those who need other treatment?
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   Done myself Printed name: ___________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? ___ YES, ___ NO.
   Comments: Certain staff members in the unit favor other inmates and treat other inmates better than some.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? Four

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? about 6 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   Since May 7th

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   None at all that I know of

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? none
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? none

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Residential Treatment center/Substance Abuse Treatment (RTC, S.A.U.)

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   None
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Drug treatment to return to society.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: We have recreation yard at different times every day on a 4 day loop. We are many times forced to shower before we go to yard and are not given another chance to shower until the following day. It takes several days sometimes up to two weeks for us to get notaries. Me and several other inmates believe our mail has been thrown away by staff several times without our knowledge.
1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  

YES, ☑ NO.

Comments: They want talk with me when I have issues are when they do they don’t take it serious!

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  2½ years

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  2½ years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? 2½ years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None besides they come every 90 days to ask me the same questions.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Every 90 days

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 10 min to 15 min

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?

Mental Health, Anger Management, Substance Abuse, Sexually Based Offense, Child Molester

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Mental Health Counseling & Anger Management Substance Abuse
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Anger management / Substantial abuse / and for the child / molester's those classes and counseling.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I've been down for 26 years and with all of the bad things that I have done while in prison, I still can't get no one to truly help me. I'm getting closer to being let out and I don't have the tools to reenter society. So what am I to do to get help before I get out? That way I don't repeat the same crime and come back? I fear that it won't truly helped I'll become another NIKKO!

Look at my file, you'll see that these people have only pushed me to the back and have forgotten about who I am or what I am! I ask for help yet I keep being pushed aside. Now they blame it on my past yet with out my help my past will become my future!

So please help me, so I don't get lost again!

OPTIONAL: Name ___________________________ INMATE NUMBER ___________________________
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ___________________________ Printed name: ___________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  
   □ YES, □ NO.
   Comments:
   ________________________________________________________________

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   __________

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  __________

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  ___ 30 days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   __________

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   ___________________________

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  □
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  □

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   ___________________________

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?  I ____________ if i was out of seg i could get parole in oct

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
genral population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   ___________________________
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Intensive out patient program on parole

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I wasn't on my appeal because I'm in here for something I didn't have nothing to do with so waiting on appeal.

OPTIONAL: Name ___________ INMATE NUMBER ________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

_____________________________ Printed name: __________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? [ ] YES, [ ] NO.

Comments: The staff members are cool to me but toward other inmates they are unprofessional & inappropriate. I see calling the ‘...’ employees & very unprofessional & inappropriate.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Institutional Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? Four

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 5 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? 5 plus months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

I visit with a mental health practitioner at least once every two weeks

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Once every two weeks

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? Between 1 hour & 1 hour

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Not what I do need to help when released

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Schooling, like being able to get help & taking the needed test

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Anger management & other helpful meeting such as AA & NA
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Being able to get help for schooling & being able to communicate with outer inmates & family

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

It would help us inmates to be able to stay out of our cells more than an hour a day because being locked in a place where you really don't have communication with the outside world is a very bad punishment of you just me. I also don't think it is a good idea for the Unit Staff to challenge some of the inmates because some inmates would get out of line. I hear some of the stuff calorimeters but these inmates like I've heard several staff members call the Black-in. Managers! I've also heard several staff members tell the inmates when to eat from when they got out they don't think some inmates will be just that. It would also help some of us inmates to get more help out the prison will benefit to our family friends it makes helps me to stay on the right path. 
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
Printed name: Michael Mulhe

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? YES, NO.
Comments: They make up their own rules and they do what they want and when they want.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
D.S.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 3 times

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? One month and Five days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
1 month

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
I wrote request to mental health when I was in seg.
I got a response when I said something about Nikko Jenkins

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? NEVER
Typically, how much time do they spend with you? NONE

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
None that I know of.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? VBTS - I must be at Work Release.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
To have someone immediately available, and not get put back on a list that is two months long!
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

A personal intervention program that suits an individual's own personal problems.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:
During my time in segregation, I wrote multiple request forms to talk to a mental health practitioner. I was ignored until I had to bring up Nicko Jenkins' name to get someone to answer me.

The staff here are unprofessional, we are treated more like cattle than people. Even when we give respect, I see people get yelled at, called names, physically abused. I file a grievance, I just get lip service. There is no real investigation. It's run by the good old boys' network, it seems to me if you have a GED and a crayon you are put on the to of the promotion list.

OPTIONAL: Name: John Doe INMATE NUMBER: 12345
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ____________________________________________________________
   Printed name: ________________________________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES, NO.
   Comments: Whatever they think happen is what they go with I have seen people with write ups dismissed and still AC

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   D.S

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  a lot

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  too long

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   14

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   there was none

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  none
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  none

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   nothing

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   more phone calls more contact with people so your not stuck thinking all day
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Just have someone to talk too

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: humans shouldn't be treated like this but worst things have happen when we all die these will be people who have to answer to God
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

______________________________
Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? 

________ YES, ______ NO.

Comments: I have witnessed favoritism and a no care attitude of not my problem deal with it from staff.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective custody basically locked in my cell for 23hrs a day.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 

Almost a whole year Sept 9th

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

11 months and still

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None besides being asked what's the date, who's the current president, and do u shower.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Twice a year

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? Under 3 minutes

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? 

Luger Management and NRTs AS substance abuse program.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Giving us time out of our locked cells would help us mentally. By getting fresh air and movement.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Basic skills for life any would be good here just been locked in cells and forgotten about.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

How is it that on protective custody who are not causing problems but are locked away with the most vulnerable who are continually fighting. How come we can't have some privileges for not causing problems while in general population. Is it ok for us to only be allowed out of the cell for 1 hour per day for showers for disciplinary reasons. Is there some way we could get some more free time out of our cells. These people that our friends who that I see mentally deteriorating.

OPTIONAL: Name ___________________________ INMATE NUMBER ___________________________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   __________________________________________ Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?   YES, √ NO.

   Comments: Being on Protective Custody we can't do programs recommended to us such as SAU, Anger Management, etc. So they keep us at our cell and our own segregated.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 8 or more

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 3 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   20 months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   You can write a inmate request form our request to speak with someone. They don't count for 2 weeks of work

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? every 90 days
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 2 minutes

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   NONE

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? SAU, without offenders classes, N.A.T.S

    NO Programs are available to take on P.C.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    Being in contact with people such as conversion. My hardest thing after 4. Any time is not knowing how to act around people because I'm not used to being around people.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

classes to build people skills about needs to have after spending
3 years in Segregation. You lose them do to not being close to see then

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:
I have been a gang member for almost my whole life. The last 3 years of my prison stay I was a very active gang member. I have been on administrative confinement 4 times in 5 years. Over all I've spent 3 years in segregation. I'm now on protective custody because I'm trying to change my life. I chose to leave my gang and become a better person by following laws and rules in and out of prison. But since it chose to come to P.C. I can't do anything to help myself. I'm locked in a room with a cell but I have a daily, can't take programs or anything else with stairs.

Also, I now that other states got places just for young drop outs. I think that's something you should look into because people are trying to change but are thrown in P.C. to rot away or starred like boxes in a warehouse. We can't get nothing helping us. By choosing to not be a gang member any more, it's like the Department wants us to keep doing what we're doing and not change.

OPTIONAL: Name [Redacted] INMATE NUMBER [Redacted]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

________________________
Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ____ YES,  ____ NO.

Comments: Their treatment staff does not help. The point system fails due to the fact that we with the right points you still don't go anywhere.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective custody, 30 points/Community custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  under my own choice "1"

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  11 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  so far 11 months.

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

   1. a obs, 2. Mental Health lady every 90 days

   "But does no good for real mental health" problems stuck in a docel room for 23 yrs a day.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  every 90 days

Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  no more than 5 min.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

   None, no mental health, no church, anger management, AA/NA, Cognitive Thinking, AL/parenting, just none.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?


   Work, Inpatient treatment, Anger Management

11) When on segregation status, what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

   Cognitive thinking, GTP, Alternative to Violence, Golf Treatment, Anger Management

   Allow me to be transferred to be a gen. pop.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Drug treatment, All mental health treatment, "Second side " coping skills in life.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: During my time in Gen Pop & P.C. there is no program what their is there is a long list to be on. There's no programming in P.C. all we do is sit around. There could be drug treatment & anger management AA & other programs. All we're doing is getting [illegible] and doing any programming. I'm in P.C. 14th bunk out of trouble but we hold back them going anywhere to lock up programming.

Personal note: We are sent to Seg to be rehabilitated. But in some instances where being ware housed I kicked back out with no program. Lack the living skills coping skills to be an productive person on the streets.

Thank you

OPTIONAL: Name

INMATE NUMBER
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   because I have been unable to help myself. Printed name: None

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ____YES,  X NO.

   Comments: I have one program left to do the Reduce Violence Program but mental health deny me the programs and by denying me this last program they holding me back to be parole to my immigration detainer.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   I'm in Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  2

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  7 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  2 years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status? none
   They no offer any mental health or any programs in segregation or in protective custody. I was eligible for parole since 4/3/11 and they still give me no programs. The only program I have left to do

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  no often
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? About 1 minute or less

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?  none

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level? (Reduce Violence Programs) only one. But I can't because I'm in protective custody and this is no offered in here. This program offered only in general population.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison? (Reduce Violence) the only program I have to do is the Reduce Violence Programs so I can become eligible to get parole to my detainees to be deported.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

(Reduce Violence Programs) I also have immigration ice detainer and I'm going to be deported when the Fed come for me as soon the parole let me go I'm already eligible since 4/3/20.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

On January of 2002 I was put on segregation status like Protective custody because other inmates no like for me to be in general population because my media sickness of ------- including unit staff now here in RSP the situation is the same with a little more of the Spanish gang want me to be one of them so that all Spanish from other country be together but I refuse to enjoy them they send other to take me out of it ya and now I'm in protective custody and I can not go back to general population to do the RPC Programs
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

NA

Printed name: NA

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ✓ YES, ___ NO.

Comments: All the staff are cool and professional.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?

1

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?

2 1/2 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

About 2 1/2 years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

I guess if I needed them, they would get me help.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Every 10 days

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? As long as needed

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Law library, Rec Books from library, GED

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? None

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I don’t know if there is much that can be done on P.C./Seg.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Same as question 11

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

May be society as a whole should not be so quick to incarcerate everyone.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

[Signature]

Printed name: [Signature]

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? YES, X NO.

Comments: We Are Forced To Live With Other Individuals With NO Compatibility. No One Ask Us What Are Commonalities Are, And There Fore Becomes Extremely Difficult To Live.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? Several

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? Several

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? Since Admitance

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None: Only Monthly Checks From Mental Health

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Monthly

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? Approximately, 10-20 mins.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Out Patient Drug Treatment

In patient Sex Treatment

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

One On One Hour Sessions With Practitioner/While Verbally Communicating Issues At Hand.
12) When on segregation status what **programs** would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Same As Question #11.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: I am a visual/verbal learner. Therefore, I need to have special one-on-one communication therapy sessions. It's the only way I can learn/be the most productive as a civilian in society. I have asked/pleaded for one-on-one treatment therapy, however, to no avail. I am not a group learner, I am not an educational learner. There are three only treatments corrections provides, so that leaves me unable to have treatment provided me. And that's extremely frustrating! So can you please help/assist me & others like me be a law abiding citizen of our great society? (Also can you see what you can do to assist us to be placed in cell-room with compatible cell-room mates?) Thank you so much for carrying.

OPTIONAL: Name [Redacted]  INMATE NUMBER [Redacted]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   Printed name: ____________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ____ YES,  x  NO.
   Comments: They don't provide any mental health classes or any self help classes

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  2

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  4/11/94

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   5 months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   The only thing they can do is come talk to you.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Non
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  Don't know

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   Non

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  SAV/RFC

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

SAU or RTC

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

When you in segregation and or protective custody status you get some PC privileges but other things are denied with the excuse we're segregation inmates.

I believe if you're on PC status whether in seg or not you should be allotted these privileges.

For example when segregation inmates which aren't going to be single cell, but if in seg on PC status the double us up.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ____________________________ Printed name: ____________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?    YES,    NO.

   Comments: They need to start answering the speaker more and put people in the bubble who speaks and understands English.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

   Immediate Seg. for an investigation that should already be done.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?     3 because they let me out when they weren't supposed to.

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?      2 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?     3 weeks now

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

   None unless you were on treatments before you came in

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?   Once a month

   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?     1 hour

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

   All we have is the level's program if there is any others you've got to wait 90 days before you can start them

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? AA and NRTS also the APV

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

   Anything to help us not come back here, staff that's actually successful and put something they get out some book.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

More training programs to help us adjust to the new world and the new prison rules and yard schedules.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: I would like to know why it takes so much time to sign off on an investigation that was completed by NSP staff a week ago. I got sent to the Seg. Housing on 8-11-14 and went to court on 8-20-14 and got 14 days Disciplinary Seg. for Unauthorized Area. I was in another inmate's room. They came and questioned me and the other inmate on 8-20-14 for the investigation they were doing and said that they didn't have nothing to keep us down here in Seg. so when the report got turned in everything would be done and over with. Well, I finished my DS time on 8-25-14 and was let of of Seg. because they were told the investigation was closed. On 8-20-14 they brought me back to Seg. because Central Office said the investigation had not been closed yet all that needed to be done was sign off on the paper work and everything would be done but as of 8-27-14 which is today, I'm still being held in Seg. Housing because the investigation that was completed last week has not yet been closed. The people down at Central Office has not yet heard signed off on the paper work. They have no grounds to keep me down here but they want sign off on the paper work because they want a reason to keep me here in Seg. Why does it take so long for this stuff to be done and why does Administration put people in Involuntary Protective Custody if the inmate said he didn't want or need it.

OPTIONAL: Name [Redacted] INMATE NUMBER [Redacted]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here N/A
   ________________ Printed name: ____________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? YES, NO.
   Comments: For myself okay since I went nothing, but A/c and p/c allows for avoidance of both conflict resolution and proper correctional treatment.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   At this time I am in General Population, most recently Immediate Segregation/disciplinary Segregation.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? approx. 13

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? typically no more than a month.

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   July 17th - August 14

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   I requested no mental health treatments

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? none
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? N/A

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   I believe there is an incentive program but I have never participated.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? I have no interest in my individualized plan, I am innocent and any plan to parole is insult to injury.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   Considerable mental health treatment ought to be available to the typical segregated prisoner. As to me, without vindication I probably ought not ever return to society. There is no longer anyone who needs or even wants me out of prison.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: Incarceration is warehousing of the present in a microcosm of poorly socialized people, overseen by often poorly socialized people, and as such correction of erroneous is at best unlikely to occur. Thrown in lengthy terms of segregation and the most likely outcome is disassociation, psychotic episodes, fostering of unrealistic expectations, depending upon the structure and care of D.C.S. staff, depression, and even death. Some actually prefer segregation to dealing with over-crowded warehouse conditions. And N/C and P/C allows for up and coming/want-to-be gangs to flourish without the checks of established gangs as well as an avenue for dealing with prisoners having special needs without actually addressing such special needs.

If you have further questions, feel free to ask me in person – I have more to say than can be expressed here. Not only about my unjust conviction which if ever fully revealed puts the State to shame. LRP,
- have to fix broken incarceration paradigm,
- mandatory minimum terms determined by Neb. Sup.Ct. in violation of Article II of the Nebraska Constitution.
- overcrowding,
- etcetera.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ________________________________________________________________ Printed name: ______________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?   __Y___ES, ______NO.

Comments: IT DEPENDS ON THE INMATE AND ON THE STAFF MEMBERS ATTITUDE. I'VE SEEN INMATES BE UNCHER, UNPROFESSIONAL, AND INAPPROPRIATE AS WELL AS STAFF. I'VE HAD NO PROBLEMS WITH.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   ________________________________________________________________

INSTITUTIONAL SEGREGATION

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?    3 TIMES

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?   68 1/2 DAYS

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   ________________________________________________________________

8 DAYS

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   ________________________________________________________________

A MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELOR CAN COME TO TALK TO YOU IF REQUESTED

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?    0 TIMES HAVE TO REQUEST TO SEE.
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?    DON'T KNOW

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   ________________________________________________________________

NONE  THEY LEAVE A TRANSITION PROGRAM BUT THAT'S FAR.
   INMATES THAT ARE IN SEG FOR A WEEK OR LONGER AND DO JUST TO REENTRY

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?    NOT IN SEGREGATION ANY MORE

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
genral population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
     ________________________________________________________________

WHAT EVER MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM YOU NEED, SUCH WITH MY CASE
   IS VIOLENCE PREVENTION GROUP
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

OPTIONAL: Name __________________________ INMATE NUMBER __________________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name: ____________________________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES,  NO.

Comments: Staff & Prison Administrators are quick to draw unfair assumptions about inmates they make. They make these assumptions facts. Whatever true or not, causing inmates a negative impact on inmates. They also do not take the time to find out how someone is reacting. When an inmate reaches out, they simply say, "I saw someone on TV." Even under real stressful circumstances, treating us like animals is less then what we do.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 1st Time in Prison?

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 3 weeks

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Once

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 30 min

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? NERTS

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

For someone to check in with you to see if maybe you are getting in trouble & placed in segregation is because of a more pressing issue such as AIDS in the family.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I DON'T KNOW WHAT AVAILABLE

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: I'M FROM CALIFORNIA WITH NO FAMILY OR FRIENDS IN NEBRASKA. ON JULY 14TH MY WIFE PASSED AWAY LEAVING MY KIDS WITH THEIR 90 YEAR GRANDMA & NO ONE ELSE AROUND TO HELP. I TRIED TO GET HELP BUT FROM UNIT MANAGERS, CASE MANAGERS, STAFF, & MENTAL HEALTH. I NEEDED HELP VERIFYING THE DEATH & MAYBE A FEW EXTRA PHONE CALLS TO MAKE SURE MY KIDS WERE OK. GRANDMA WAS TOO OLD TO CALL THE PRISON & DO EVEN THE BASICS LIKE ANSWER THE PRISON PHONE CALL FROM ME. SO I STILL HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO CONTACT MY KIDS, BUT AT FIRST LEVEL I WENT TO STAFF, UNIT, CASE MANAGER, MENTAL HEALTH. I WAS STOOD UPON, SHOVED AWAY & TOLD THERE WAS NO WAY THEY COULD HELP. IT WAS NOT UNTIL AFTER MY STRESS & Frustration had built up to the point that I got INTO A ALTERCATION WITH ANOTHER INMATE & PlACED IN SEGREGATION THAT SOMEONE FINALLY STARTED TO LISTEN TO ME, START TO HELP ME VERIFY THE DEATH, & THAT I SAW MENTAL HEALTH. I HAVE BEEN IN THE ADULT CORRECTIONS SYSTEM FOR 15+ YEARS, 4 PRISONS IN CALI & 1 IN NEBRASKA & I HAVE NEVER BEEN IN A PHYSICAL ALTERCATION, IN THE TYPE THAT WHOLE TIME UNTIL NOW. I'M NOT VIOLENT, NO VIOLENT CHARGES, ONLY 4 M'S IN 15 YEARS SO THIS IS NOT NORMAL BEHAVIOR FOR ME, BUT THE STAFF STILL WANTS TO MAKE THE SITUATION BIGGER THEN WHAT IT WAS. ALL OF THIS COULD HAVE ALL BEEN AVOIDED IF STAFF & MENTAL HEALTH WOULD HAVE BEEN WILLING TO HELP WHEN I FIRST REACHED OUT INSTEAD OF JUST IGNORING ME, SHOVELING ME ALONG. & SWEEPING MY SITUATION UNDER THE RUG, SAY THERE IS NOTHING THEY COULD DO & THAT I WAS S.O.L. I ACTUALLY HAD ONE CASE MANAGER TELL ME THAT

OPTIONAL: Name __________ INMATE NUMBER ________
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ___________________________  Printed name: ___________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES, ✓ NO.
   Comments: Stuff is kept so busy running around doing things that if you ask
   something of them they just blow you.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   8 days for horse play  ya really

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  ONCE

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  8 days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   8 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   P life  If pills won't help you your through

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  NEVER
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  NONE

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   one hour a day at rec in a dog run. NO programs
   at all not even church.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?  If there are programs here they
    keep them awful quiet. I've never heard
    of anything except church.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    Very few people are mentally ill. They are just disposed because
    they know that when they get out the state make
    their criminal record public info so its next to impossible
    to find employment. If they made criminal records confidential
    they could shut clown half the prisons in the country.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

All segregation is is punishment. If you start adding "programs" that get inmates out of their cells for a little while, all the prison would do is make your stay in seg longer so you would get the required effect.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

They stick you in a cell and feed you 3 times a day and shower you every 2 to 3 days and put you in a dog like kennel for one hour (if desired) for one hour all day M-F. You have books to read period. If they tell you any different they are liars.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

   Printed name: ____________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?   YES,  NO

   Comments: THEY'RE DOING NOTHING TO FIND ME AND MY UNIT WAS RECLASSIFIED FOR THE 2ND TIME IN 2014, BUT DENIED BY WSP ADMINISTRATION

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

   VOLUNTARY PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? ____________________________

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  10/8/2008

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? ____________________________

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

   NONE

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?

   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  2 minutes

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

   NONE

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  ALL PROGRAMS

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

   ____________________________
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I've been segregated on involuntary sine December 9th 2007 - on. I had a fight with a Mexican gang member at 12/9/07 and been locked up since then. I've been in several agitated altercations with the officers and/or other inmates, and have been hit and knocked down by their hands. I've been continuously being told in a non-verbal way by all the officers to keep quiet and to be still. I'm not being able to express myself properly, because I'm being hit, and people are saying things that make me feel like they're trying to make me angry. I've been in segregation for over a year now, and I'm still being subjected to the same treatment. I'm being held in a dark, cold cell, with no light, and I'm not being able to see anything. I'm being bullied by other inmates, and I'm not being able to express myself properly. I'm not being able to have any contact with the outside world, and I'm not being able to communicate with anyone. I'm not being able to have any access to legal representation, and I'm not being able to have any access to medical care. I'm not being able to have any access to education, and I'm not being able to have any access to religious services. I'm not being able to have any access to recreational activities, and I'm not being able to have any access to family visits. I'm not being able to have any access to communication devices, and I'm not being able to have any access to any type of personal belongings. I'm not being able to have any access to any type of personal hygiene products, and I'm not being able to have any access to any type of personal clothing.

I want out of this situation. Enough is enough. NSPA needs to do their job and stop keeping me segregated.

OPTIONAL: Name

INMATE NUMBER
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

________________________ printed name: __________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? [YES, X NO.

Comments: Direct access is extremely limited due to number of inmates that must be seen.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Administrative confinement

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? Four

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 38 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? Five months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

A mental health employee comes by every month and asks if I am suicidal or feeling violent but any questions must be written for requests which may or may not be responded to.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Once monthly

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? One minute

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Wells program only, Part of that is reading about mental health

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? None

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Things that focus on community life skills and interacting with others.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison? Anything that focuses on Incentives such as what to complete to be released from Seg or to obtain parole. A Clear Cut Goal that has established expectations.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

When initially placed in Seg I'm given Immediate Seg Paper Work saying why I've been placed in Seg. Generally pending a Misconduct Report. I go in front of the disciplinary committee and find out if I'm guilty and if so what my punishment is. Up to this point everything is fair and transparent and whether I agree or not with the decision I understand that is the consequence for violating rules. When my disciplinary sentence ends I'm given Paper Work recommending Administrative Confinement for the exact Same thing I was sentenced to disciplinary for. If I deserve more Seg time for the offense why not just sentence me to more? The purpose of administrative confinement is to monitor my behavior until I show I can again interact appropriately in general population and not compromise any safety or security within the prison and yet the Classification Papers (I.E.- Addendum A) never change. The reason for punishment and reason for recommendation remain the same. No where does it say that I showed any negative behavior showing a need for additional Seg time. All it tells me is that I broke a rule months ago and due to that I should sit in Seg until they need space for someone else. I feel that Administrative Confinement is used way too often with no actionable goal to earn my release. Maybe a length of time: MR free or- completing the levels program anything with a defined outcome.

OPTIONAL: Name [redacted] INMATE NUMBER [redacted]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name: __________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?   YES,   NO.

Comments: It takes forever for them to respond to any need

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?   2

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?   2 1/2

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

2 1/2

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?   Rarely

Typically, how much time do they spend with you?   2 Minutes

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?   O-HELP

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Bantry programs
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

HELP HELP SAD

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

OPTIONAL: Name __________________________________________________________________________

INMATE NUMBER __________________________________________________________________________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   NA: __________________ Printed name: __________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  _____ YES,  ☑ NO.
   Comments: ________________________________________________________________

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable. (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  _____

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  _____ months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  _____ months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  During Reviewing
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  _____

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  None

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   None
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

SAV, Peer Planning, 0-HELP I,WELL 0-HELP, NA AA

Anger Management

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

--------------------------------------------------

OPTIONAL: Name ____________________________ INMATE NUMBER ____________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   
   Printed name: ____________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  
   YES,  X  NO.

   Comments: The D.O.C are only concerned with not receiving MR's and orderly behavior to get released from Sec. They don't take into account if an inmate, such as myself or taking college courses, reading self help books, and not receiving MR's

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   A/C

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  A lot

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  4 yrs

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  Almost 3 yrs

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   You can listen to mental health staff concerns and the Dr. comes every once in a while. Your visits are through a cell window with a C/O standing there. List to everything you’re seeing, except the one inmate on the unit. The visits aren’t very therapeutic, to say the least

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Every 4-5 months, unless they’re needed
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  15-20 min

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   Things are different for “Mental Health inmates” on their secluded, but for the average inmate nothing. I’m currently trying to get signed up for TAV as required by the parole Board, but still unsure if I can even take that in Sec

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  SAV and maybe Cuort, like I mentioned

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   Cuort
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

They should make SOL available to Seg inmates or at least a revised version for us.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

The D.O.C are only concerned with surface issues, hence the prison. 8 out of 10 inmates released return to prison at some point! Tax payers, such as yourself, make us worth 30-35 thousand dollars a year! The D.O.C isn’t concerned with our treatment, especially in Ss!, this is a punishment to the people. They have to tell the legislature, taxpayers, of their desire to implement more treatment, now that they feel they “dropped the ball” with Mike Jenkins. What if they aren’t going to tell you, they don’t see whether we return to prison, what it’s $30,000 back in their Dpt. The Pent is overcrowded and they’ve been talking about the issue for at least 7 yrs., since I’ve been down and since what it’s only gotten more overcrowded since then! You can implement all the treatment you want but the inmate has to make the change and the treatment will only aid the decision. Out of 10 inmates returning proves that pretty decisively! I want to be able to take my CDOT and SOL while I’m sitting here doing as much as I can to ensure my best opportunity to get released from Ss.

OPTIONAL: Name ___________________________ INMATE NUMBER ___________________________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here: 
Printed name: Bonilla-Castro Jose 74042

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? ☑ YES, ☐ NO.

Comments: No comment

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
SML - B331

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? one

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 30 days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? 30 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
I have not been under treatment, so I don’t know

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? None.
Typically, how much time do they spend with you? —

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
I don’t know

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? I don’t know.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
Drug abuse treatment.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I don't know.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

They have treated me in a fair manner.

OPTIONAL: Name [redacted] INMATE NUMBER [redacted]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

________________________ Printed name: ______________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ____ YES,  ____ NO.

Comments:  There is no treatment for Mental Health here in PC,
mind is not being healed.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Voluntary

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  Once

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  Over 6½ years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  Over 6½ years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Every 3 to 6 months
Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  About 10 seconds

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  Treatment for overcoming a dysfunctional upbringing in which resulted me coming to prison

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

For Me to go through Real Theaphy, and to have a chance to be rehabilitated, in other words, get help.
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12) When on segregation status, what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

To deal with P.T.S.D, Depression, and to be rehabilitated.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

There is at least by inmates that live here in P.C. and other than G.E.O. There is no available programming at all. Many of Us suffer from different types of Mental Illness. I myself suffer from P.T.S.D along with Depression, and "Anxiety," and "I have been in Segregation every since January of 2008 and throughout my stay in prison. I've only had one class that deals with Anxiety. We need many programs back here in P.C. and more time out of our Cell's. Less than a month ago, I've lost my Brother, and I'm trying to deal with that on my own. Also, my Sister sent me a Christian CD from a Christian Bookstore that T.S.O.S. refused to give me although I'm in the process of Grievance on that issue alone. I've been trying to get help everywhere and before my case, "as I have a lifetime history of Mental Illness, I need help, and I've done everything that I can do to get Mental Health "but" I've been rejected by D.H.H.S and many other programs that I've tried to seek for, "so far," I have had no kind of Mental Health at all except for taking medication for depression and anxiety and I haven't been on any Mental Medication for over a year now. Sometimes when I wake up in the morning, I ask myself, Will I ever get the chance to heal? or the opportunity to get any kind of help? I need to be rehabilitated, and I've been trying to get help for years "but" Nobody but My Family has been there for me "and "I've been given so much time that it's impossible for me to be out in Programing P.C.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  
   _Both YES, Both NO._
   Comments:  _If you want to talk to someone, they send all these Rent-A-Centers to talk to you - when you want to talk to someone you can confide in like the docks etc._

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   _Disciplinary Adm. Confinement_

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  _About 6 times in 37 yrs_

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?
   _This stay I've been here since Feb 2014 and counting, it's now Sept 2019 and counting._

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   _This stay I've been here since Feb 2014 and counting, it's now Sept 2019 and counting._

7) What _mental health treatments_ are available to you when on segregation status?
   _NONE_

8) How often are you contacted by a _mental health_ practitioner?  _Once since Feb 2014_
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  _5-8 minutes, talking about nothing._

9) What _programs_ are available to you in segregation status?
   _NONE_

10) What _programs_ are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?
    _NONE_

11) When on segregation status _what mental health treatment_ would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    _I've been incarcerated since 1977 (37 yrs) at this point I don't think any mental health would be beneficial to me. I'm a liar who'll probably never see Trump ever again. I came in 1 year and I'm 62 with no opportunity for a second chance (Imagine THAT!!)_
Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

As the inmate was housed in the ACU in 1994, he would have been eligible for the general population. He was transferred to the ACU in 1995 due to his involvement in a disturbance. The ACU is designed to hold inmates who are likely to disrupt the facility. The inmate was released from the ACU in 2000 and has not been returned to segregation since then.

12) When on segregation status, what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I would welcome any program that would provide education and vocational training. I have been in prison for 37 years and have no skills to return to society. I would also benefit from counseling and support groups to help me adjust to life outside prison.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   Printed name:
   [Signature]

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  _____ YES,  ____ NO.
   Comments: Cause everyone Tsea put me in AC, with no MR
   and always using their name by calling it name.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   My last time I was on 9A. But right now I'm on 2A

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  between 5 or 8

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  but up to 5 years.

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   2 years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   none. They won’t come and talk with us, may be once or twice. Every 3 or 4 months.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  once or none.
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  one to 2 minutes.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?  None.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    Angry management to be come a different
    [Signature]
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

One thing of TSC is that they put us on AC with no reason. Just because they feel at you on investigation and send you to SMU and keep you there for years and hints when we need mental health but like I said they only come and take to you when someone is kicking door or doing crazy things and we don't have any programs to help us improve our self so when we go back to the general population or society but to be honest its latinos about 65% of us are latinos because they AC us for one 24 hours like if I gave coupels together to someone that need to buy his self pop and we see his. They send you to the hard and keep you there for months.

Well that's my comments.

Thank you for your time and
Hope you Help us.

OPTIONAL: Name

INMATE NUMBER
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ___YES, ___NO.

Comments: Please read additional on reverse.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  4

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  15 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  17 months and counting

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

Recently the mental health staff have started 2 groups 1 time a week. The 2 groups are Meteor and Explore

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Once a week

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 1 hour for group

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Mental Health programs.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Anger Management with CBT/RT Review

Intensive Out Patient Drug Treatment. I have been told by the mental health staff that I have to do the above program in the community.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Proper counseling practices.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Access to more legal materials then only being able to get the Prisoner’s Self-Help Litigation Manual.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: I feel that the Tecumseh State Correctional Institute (TSII) staff use the segregation status as more than for disciplinary purposes. I am in segregation right now because there isn’t room in the Protective Custody housing unit. I have told the Case Managers and Unit Manager that I would like to transfer instead of remaining on Protective Custody.

I have been told by the Unit Manager and Case Managers that if I remain at TSII then I am going to jump from segregation. I feel that is excessive confinement. Also, I have told the Case Managers that I would like to go to Work Release because I have a jive date of 5-27-15. I have brought up the fact that per Administrative Regulation (AR) 201.04 I am eligible for 2 override factors. Those factors are: Mandatory Override Factor: Restrictor-MB: TRD greater than 3 years; Assign to Minimum A. Discretionary Override Factors- DL: Protective Custody issues require the promotion, demotion, or continuation of custody level.

OPTIONAL: Name [Redacted] INMATE NUMBER [Redacted]
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   __________________________ Printed name: __________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? ______ YES, ✔ NO.

   Comments: The staff is over-worked and barely helpful, some even mocking -- Prison administration is almost non-existent -- Mental health does its best, not much they can do if inmates don't ask for help.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Disciplinary Segregation

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? Twice

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 9 days 1st Time/12 of 45 days (as of 9-2-14)

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   Will be 45 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   Medications and if asked we may speak to mental health staff

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Twice a year/more if we ask
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? half an hour

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None that I know of, I doubt any

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Something called SAA but that's years off I venture.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   Understand, it's not a good idea in general to have anyone locked in a room 24 hours a day with no contact with anyone but people that just don't deal with you -- it builds anger and distrust.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I don't know. I am sure someone more intelligent than myself could tell you. I can tell you that
I am very interested in an answer. A program would be nice.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:
The "Level" program in segregation is unrealistic, too many inmates go too long in segregation with nothing to do but to become angry out of boredom. The first week alone is nightmarish, nothing but a window and talking in the vents.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

__________________________ Printed name: ______________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? YES, NO.

Comments: Mental Health and Staff that Sets the Programs Should Set and tell its Program or mental health Program Recommendation Faster or Sooner So All Inmates Know What They Got to Do.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 2

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? April 4 to present.

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

See number (5)

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Once since April 4th.

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 90 Seconds

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Nerts, Anger

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Any and all that is need to do What Mental Health Set out for me to do.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Same as number (11)

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

OPTIONAL: Name __________________________ INMATE NUMBER __________________________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name: Nicholas Peters

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ____ YES,  ____ NO.

Comments: Put in hites to be screened and they respond
you will be screened in a timely manner and still has not been done
would be nice to know what's left to be done so I can better myself and:

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective Custody pending transfer to GP.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  I DK

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  Jan 28, 14 and some time before,

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

Jan to present

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Once since Jan

Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  90 Seconds

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  TOP and Waiting for Mental health
to screen me so I know what else is required, and no programs are available to me in my housing level.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Any and all programs required or mental Health treatment required while in prison even on Protective Custody.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Any and all Programs required to take while in the yard.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: I feel that any and all programs or mental health treatment should be available to anyone on Segregation Status or Protective Custody. When these things are not available to inmates on either Segregation or Protective Custody Status that is holding inmates back from completing what is required of them to finish so they can better themselves as people when they get out of prison and to better their chance to get Parole when it is time for that.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? YES, ☑ NO.

Comments: Seems like every staff member is always too busy to help you with anything

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? once time

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 2 1/2 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

2 1/2 years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? once every 90 days

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 3-5 Min

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? C-WorT / RTC - SAU

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

C-WorT / RTC - SAU
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

AA - NA - Religion - SAV - RTC

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

It would be nice to be able to go to the gym or be able to get into programs such as RTC - SAV. We the people in protective custody get nothing we can't get into any classes or anything! It's almost as if we are being punished for being in Protective custody. I would say at least 1/3 of the people in P.C. are awaiting programing of some sort & are in P.C. to stay out of trouble so we can go home! but are being held back by our programing needs like my self.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
Printed name:__________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  
YES, X NO.
Comments: Any time I needed help they locked me down as if we were segregated. I was从来没有 problems with them.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
Protective Custody from 2002-2003
I was in Protective Custody and protective custody from 2002-2003.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  
Once again they didn't want to live a criminal life on the yard and wanna change. We end up paying for it.

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  
6 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  
6 months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
I was on psych meds only saw mental health once! They or she's only visited me once time.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  
1 in 6 months
Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 5 minutes.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
None, and if it's not fair cause in not on disciplinary segregation. I dropped out of a gang to change my life so I had to come to F.C and there's no programming.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  

11) When on segregation status, what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to the general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
For the state to recognize just cause. Having change my life don't mean that they can just lock me away in F.C. We need S.A.U. Life skills classes. Re-entry type programs. Have in F.C. Mental health became essential but the Department brings it out in addiction.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   - A Program for Gang Dropouts
   - That Don't Have to Be Segregated
   - Be among the rest of them
   - And not getting our Programming

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I came to "pc" cause I would be lost somewhere for a period of time. I dropped out of school, I came and was offered a job. The program changed me and prepared me for the world. I sit here and reflect. I've been in protective custody trying to change. Segregated 23 hours a day with no opportunity to change or to help me change. It's frustrating.

Other States have "Drop Out" programs for prisoners where people like me who refuse to take part in the Riff Raff of Gang Controlled prisons go to, and we are treated with Segregation and lack of opportunities. Instead of this system, we are put away on the shelf and just because I turn my back on Gang life and Even Gave the Prison, I tell them I ask for a fair way of Segregation and being locked up 23 hours a day. We should be recognized and supported positively with every opportunity to succeed and re-enter society successfully. This constant Segregation statement is dehumanizing, degrading, and degrading and that's why I have to go through this trenches, a chance to make it on society while these gang members are on the inside, get all the opportunity to just waste their life and just be right back anyway. But since they're up in prison,

Optional: Name

Inmate Number

I can't go into it cause they're the ones who keep me in PC in the first place.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name: ____________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES;  NO.

Comments: I had never seen any prison administrators. Mental health passed by on their monthly inspections.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Administrative Confinement

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? ____________

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 2 1/2 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held? 2 1/2 years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

They walked through once a month but only talked to the troubled inmates.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Maybe once a month

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? Less than one minute

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Porter job.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  Inpatient drug treatment, outpatient treatment, parenting

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Mental health counseling trying to find the root to my mental health issues.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Any and all possible.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I was released from prison in 2008.
I was in seg for 3½ years. When released I was very anti-social and could not deal with people I was an able to hold a job and deal with mental health issues. I had NO KNOW how to cause they made me mandatory release. I fell back into drugs, could not hold a job, had extreme relationship issues. They all were due to the extended period in seg or related. I don't blame no one but me for my return, but I was told prison was for reform & rehabilitation. I never experience that. I've heard it only got worse since my release & return. They did away with the transitional unit that made me cope with my return to the yard easier.

Overall I believe they need to find better ways to help seg inmates. Just housing them don't help them.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name: ____________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES, X NO.  Comments:  The administration, especially 6 0 4 5 ED LCC is extremely unorganized & stupid compared to other places I've been.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

In 20 on AC

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 1

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 6 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

6 months + Counting

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None that I know of.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? 1 time in 6 months

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 2 min.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? All of them are unavailable

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

A type of gradual release or instead of being left on AC with a review every 6 months. Consideration should be given to program availability + when they start + finish so you don't miss out & are forced to jam it. No one should be forced to jam the requirements.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

*Anger management* is one of them.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

*IT is my personal opinion that from the top on down, the Nebraska DOC is poorly ran. Executed even when it comes to simple tasks.*
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   __________________________
   Printed name: __________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ___ YES,  ___ NO.
   Comments: They act as if they care when they don't. And they take their time serious matters or not.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Administrative Confinement

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  ___ 6 times __

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  ___ 3 ½ weeks __

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   lost time 2 ½ months, right now only 3 ½ weeks.

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   Have to write an inmate Request, that can take up to a month before seeing some one.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  ___ Not once since I been in here.
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  ___ I couldn't say

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   Seriously there are none!

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?  ___ RTC

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    Having support, not being let down, not being put down when speaking
    Being able to do what needs to be done when I wish to.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Having supportive unjudgemental people around, being able to get help when reaching out instead of being unlistened to, and being able to speak freely with no regrets or punishments.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

Segregation deprives us from learning and moving forward to become better individuals to society. Long term stays in a cell with little help and no listening builds negative attitudes and thoughts. The same goes for inmates in general pop; you have inmates who wish/want to do their programming but are held back from corrupted staff and an unwilling to help administration.

Honestly administration, CU, CM, CH, mental health, and most of the staff don’t wish to help. Some annoy us and instigate to breaking points of lashing out. Then they ask why we are being punished for standing up for ourselves. Confining us to an even smaller yard was wrong, just as confining us to a cell for 22 months, 23 hours a day is inhumane.

Something has to be done immediately to reduce all problems on both sides. It ain’t just for inmates in segregation but in general pop as well who need help. If we have programming on our plan we shall be able to do so as we ask for it. Everything in prison and out side of prison is possible to accomplish with good supervision and unjudging therapists to help at all times.

I would like to now thank you for your time to listen to our problems because these not just mine.

Thank you

________________________
OPTIONAL: Name

________________________
INMATE NUMBER
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

_________________________ Printed name: __________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  √ YES,  √ NO.

Comments: I feel they pick and choose who gets what like favor

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

(ES) Immediate segregation

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  One

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  11 days now

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  11 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

None! That i've seen.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Once in a year

Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  A hour or half

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Nothing

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  √√√√ NONE

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I think just general counseling. Someone to talk to and vent.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I think it's different for every person but for me I always tell myself to stay focused on my kids and fiancée to change and become a respected person for them.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I feel there shouldn't be levels for hygiene and phone calls. For me, a shower is a must and 3 a week is bullshit. For those who work out and in general we should be able to at least purchase hygiene products to keep clean. And second, we should be able to use the phone once a day. Reasons being: we're in a cell all day, mad stressed and going crazy. Racing thoughts. And be able to talk to our loved ones will help calm our nerves and help us by giving us good advice. I mean I understand segregation is a punishment but certain things should not be taken. These 2 are the most important.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  X  YES,  NO.

Comments:

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

I was on DS for 18 days now I am on A/P

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? My 1st time

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 18 days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

Last time I was in unit 4 was 2013 for 7 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

Whatever they give us

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? I usually write a letter to mental health

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 20 to 30 min.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Counseling Services, Transitional Confinement, TPCC

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? They said all I have to do is take the CWP program in attend my mental health classes which I do

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison? I like the treatment I have now Jessica and I have good conversation. In she helps me at anytime I have a problem with her.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I[f] attending mental health meetings other than that I've been ready to return back into general population. Also, I know I am personally ready to return back into society. I know what I need to do as a man, father, and student for college.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I've never been on ALC before and this is the longest I've ever been in the hole. I have been honest about everything in here and caused no problems with staff or any inmate. I hope to make this my last. Thank you for your time.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
                                                                                     Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?   YES, ✔️ NO.

   Comments:

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  1

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  60 days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   30

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   Not a lot

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? 3, a month
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 30 min to 45 hr

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None. Need to return to U. J. S. P. C. So I can do my Programming

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?  E. F. D.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    There is none.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Continue mental health help and G.E.D.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

They need more housing for inmates on Protective Custody and more Teachers for GED, College classes, and some programs for people in Segregations and P.C.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? _____ YES, ______ NO.

Comments: [Handwritten comments: They assume they know what's going on and pretend to care about me and they would rather keep people in segregation than disregard them]

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Initial Seg

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? Once

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? Almost 2 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

Almost 2 months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

Don't know no more than in general population. I'm sure

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? They don't seem to have time

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?

Can't work programming isn't available till last days of eligible parole or mandatory discharge

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

They should at least attempt to graduate time. But they are way too many inmates to mental health workers. I don't think they make a difference. They're in more kilts but don't get a program. After 1 1/2 months later you have to stay on the staff. You're just a worker.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

[Handwritten]: Other programs need to be available sooner or again immediately upon entry to facility or institutions.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

[Multiple lines of handwritten text]

OPTIONAL: Name: ___________ INMATE NUMBER: ___________
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ___________________________  Printed name: ___________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  X YES, ___ NO.
   Comments: Not all have been ____________________________________________

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   ______________________________________________________________________
   Involuntary protective custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  Twice

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  Six months and pending

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   Five months and still here

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   None and I need VRP and can't get it anywhere but here and am told I won't be afforded the
   opportunity to take it

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Never
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  None

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None and I need to take VRP

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?  VRP and PTC or OHU

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    VRP
12) When on segregation status what **programs** would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

A.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I am on Involuntary protective custody and only get three showers a week and never get a write up and don't get an incentive program for extra yards and showers like other segregation inmates who are down here for disciplinary actions as well as I am not afforded the opportunity to participate in the Violence Reduction Program as a violent offender I am forced to rehabilitate myself to the best of my ability. As well as we are referred to as segregation inmates in all aspects when on protective custody in housing unit four like wearing shackles to the shower and visit and are in cages as no contacts but are forced to have cellmates when the institutional handbook states all segregational inmates will be celled separately.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   [Signature]
   Printed name: [Signature]

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? _____ YES, _____ NO.

   Comments: I have seen mental health twice and I’ve been in seg. for 5 months and both times he wanted to talk to me in the hall way in front of everybody.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   [Administrative Confinement]

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 10

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 3 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   5 months solar

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   None that are adequate. Even Tucson offers better mental health than this.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Typically, how much time do they spend with you? Once every two months. 20 seconds

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   This fake incentive program that doesn’t do or mean anything.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Mental Health, Substance Abuse, Education.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    Counselling, Interactive programs with other inmates, Sports, Workout, Apartment people who work out have a positive way of thinking.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

More incentives to keep the inmates interested; the keyboards, typewriters, phonewalls, showers, beard trimmers, regular visits, more time on the yard.

Dayroom time, food items, cigs, conjugal visits and video games.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

When inmates have more to gain they have more to lose. When an inmate has a counselor that really works with them and shows interest into their situation, that inmate will have someone to talk their problems out with and they can get a better outlook on how to deal with stressfull situations. As of now A.C. is a punishment if it wasn't an inmate on A.C. would get the same privileges as an inmate on R.C. Also to keep inmates from working out or playing sports together is stupid because people learn to interact with each other by interacting with each other. If you cage us like animals we'll act like animals. If you treat us like humans and give us the respect that a man deserves we wouldn't be so defiant and rebellious. When a person is filled with vengence they will not have a future. M.D.C.S. problem is they wanna solve every problem with medication or segregation. These things make people mentally unstable without the proper evaluation. Most people are here because they didn't have any guidance growing up so the only way to fix them is to give them the guidance they never received. It's crazy to think you can throw some pills or segregation at something to fix it. You have to figure out their problems and give them a new way of thinking. The only cure for hate is love, show us some love.

Optional: Name _______ INMATE NUMBER _______

and will show us some love back. Thank you.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

________________________
Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  

☐ YES, ☐ NO.

Comments: Some staff look at inmates as if we were below them, and don't deserve to be treated as such. On the other hand, there is staff here that treats us with respect and try to handle their jobs like professionals.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

AC/ Administrative Confinement, I am now back in G6 after 8 months

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  Once

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  8 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  8 months

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

Basically none.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Maybe, once every 8 months
Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  N/A

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None anymore, they took the transition program

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  Only one class I have to take is

Outpatient Substance Abuse

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Anger Management, Non-Violent Communications, Men's Non-Violence
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Transition Program, Transformation Packs

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

I believe segregation does not help you; if anything I believe it makes a person worse, being in a cell by yourself for that long messes with a person's head and possibly drive a person insane or develop some type of mental health issues, with or without a television and or radio. But I also believe it is what you make it. Then at the same time, when you get bad news from or about a family member or child segregation is not a place you wanna be.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  
   YES, X NO.  
   Comments: They rarely talk to us. But now due to the situation with Nikko or other inmates they make it seem like they're trying.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   IS Immediate segregation

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  4

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  2 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  9 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?  
   None to my knowledge but all I know its medical care and asked if I needed anything once or twice but never mental health.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Never
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  None

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None to my knowledge you barely was able to call family to let them know your status and there was no programming.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  None

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?  
   It worries but really more interaction with family and society like people who really care about people who are trying to change. The mental health part can help not by letting us know we worked about and we still can have a positive future. We need more programs and real mental Health people who are going to really help us succeed and deal with our problems and solutions from within legal way so we can reintegrate.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

For returning to general population perhaps a radio or new books to ease your mind and for leaving prison more Inside out and programs, maybe 7 steps programs, welding classes or planning classes basically learning a trade and learning how to work for you own.

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

There's a lot of things that are done for us in segregation but there is a lot of things that's not. If you keep a person in one room for say 2 years to where all you can do is come out to a 10x10 foot cage for one hour a day and a shower a week and one phone call a week how do you think people would turn out. I'll make any of you people not same either especially if you don't have family support and not in general population you can work to earn money everyone works for money well in segregation only 2 or 3 people get a job so all the other the people might have to go without if they have no support from the real world, I don't condone in anything negative a person has done or did but a lot of things in this person truly seems to me like there meant to drive people crazy and the wooden cane knows about it and continues to do nothing. Thanks for listening, if you want any additional information feel free to contact me I will give my honest opinion.

OPTIONAL: Name  INMATE NUMBER
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name: __________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES,  NO.

Comments: The mental health providers don't make me aware of the treatment available. The unit staff doesn't interact with me. The prison administrators procedures concerning classification & investigation are not efficient nor considerate of the inmate involved.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Investigative  , Segregation pending investigation

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  2

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  almost 30 days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

11 days (Aug 17th - Aug 28th)

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

I don't know.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  In 2 or 3 days. Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  Passing by my cell they ask if mental health is needed and if refused they move on to the next cell. If accepted they ask questions but are not assertive with treatment.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

I don't know.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  All programs apart of my individualized plan are unavailable to me at my current housing level.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I don't know the purpose of mental health treatment due to my never been involved with mental health therefore I'm also unaware of what treatments are available or necessary. There is a lack of information concerning mental health treatment and by effect a lack of awareness of how mental health could potentially be beneficial.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Again, since programming has been refused for me due to my classification I'm uninformed about programming available and how it may be beneficial for me.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: Inmates on segregation status should be informed about mental health treatment available and how it may be beneficial. A fleeting presence on the gallery's once every 10 days is not efficient. Inmates should also be informed on their status while in segregation and the programs available to help speed along the classification process. That prison administration are able to classify inmates as investigative segregation pending administrative confinement investigation or misconduct report and then leave the inmate on this status for up to 10 days and then reclassify them with the same status again and again seems like a violation. During this time there is no interaction with unit staff and/or prison administrators besides uninformative and/or vague responses from inmate request forms. When an inmate is removed from general population and placed in segregation they should be allowed their hygiene, religious materials and legal work. On my last stay in segregation I was refused my religious literature and noted and I was refused my legal work. Religion is a right that should never be refused and legal work is also a right that should never be refused. When we arrive to segregation we are given in-digable soap, toothpaste, toothbrush and deodorant. After 10 days in segregation the soap and toothpaste had been used up and for the rest of my stay I was refused another package and in segregation inmates are unable to order hygiene from center until after 2 weeks in segregation. Then say that we are able to order hygiene when we order hygiene in segregation and then are released to general population we have excessive amounts of hygiene and when our cells are searched the unit staff takes the extra hygiene and we receive a misconduct report. Allowing us to receive hygiene from general population seems humane and efficient. Considering the circumstances.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here__________
   Printed name: ______________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? _______YES, X NO.
   Comments: THEY ARE UNDERSTAFFED, ESPECIALLY MENTAL HEALTH.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   P/C -- PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? _______ONCE

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? _______6 OR 7 MONTHS, APPROX.

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   _______6 OR 7 MO'S (SAME)

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   _______JUST MEDICATION

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? _______TWICE IN 7 MONTHS
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? _______1ST TIME, 20 TO 30 MINUTES 2ND
   I WAS SUPPOSED TO BE PUT ON A WEEKLY REVIEW AND NEVER WAS

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   _______NO N.A., NO A.A., NO OFFENDER'S COURSES, ONLY G.E.D.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level? _______DRUG & ALCOHOL AND THE OFFENDER'S PROGRAM.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    _______I WOULD HAVE TO VISIT A PSYCHIATRIST OR MENTAL HEALTH PROF.
    _______ON EVERY WEEK AND BE ON DIFFERENT MEDICATIONS.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I CAN'T DO ANYTHING WITH TOO MANY PEOPLE IN IT. IF YOU CAN FIND A THERAPY FOR THAT, I'LL GUINEA PIG IT.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

OPTIONAL: Name ____________________ INMATE NUMBER ____________________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

_________________________ Printed name: ______________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?    YES, _NO.

Comments: I am in Protective custody and I been looking at staff with inmates, who is in control of inmates or staff.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

(PC): Protective custody / I need to move to housing level or programs...

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?    For 1...

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?    For 7 mo.2 wks.

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?    6 mo 7 m

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

I don't like mental health / I'm some time maybe no. for mo.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?    All

Typically, how much time do they spend with you?    45

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?    I need out of PC for programs. I need to go to general population.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Because it is broken with staff, unit manager, case manager, and turnkey staff...
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

A good mental health programs

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: No, I don't have to live under

the torment caused by others, Inmates or staff. Only I know to
receive healing, I must make a commitment – a commitment to God
if only I could, I don't like for me to say Jesus.

My struggle of dealing with mental health, isn't altogether for today
– it is for another future also.

He alone is sufficient to be my strength and to guide my steps
as I make my way through a dangerous and troubled prison.

I only they (staff) hate me, a for i-Help the parole board made
have support me for parole at this time.

I can learn to follow rulers, values, laws by meditating on God
saying word and i-help, etc.

By meditating on God's word, Meditating means for me to spending
time reading and thinking about what I've read. It means asking
myself how I Should change to I will live in society?

Keeping myself,

The laws, rulers, and values to society, the more I know of the
whole scope, the more I will delight resources I will have to

Guide me in my daily decisions.

Society: laws, rulers, and values are written to be studied, understood,
understood, and applied to do good for us. And lends itself most directly
to application. I understand stuff isn't best when I "Stand under"
them and allow them to flow over us, they put into wrong way
my deep hurts, longings, thoughts, and etc. Can't be they don't

gently us the push toward what is good and not evil toward
other (Inmates) etc.

OPTIONAL: Name: _______________ INMATE NUMBER: _____________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ___________________________ Printed name: ___________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES, ☒ NO.
   Comments: ALLOW STAFF TO BE DISCIPLINED BY THEIR CODE OF ETHICS. REPORTING NOTHING IS DONE. STAFF SHOULD BE ABLE TO DO WHAT THEIR EEOC ASK TO TO BECAUSE THE HAVE THE POWER TO DO IT. ODY WILL DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  Once

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  2001

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  2001

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Once a day. Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  Some

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   Feel like I am in a school with exception of GED classes. But have diploma. So end tax it.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  Impaired Sex Offender Program.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
   Something to help with my depression & my PTSD. I also need medication for depression but was taken away. Thank God we prevailed.
   If not I would be dead.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Add comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

The problem with the CDPD Correction is that you can request to receive a Pattern of Programs that are better for your situation. So if you are going to go to the gym, you have access to an individual program. Then you would receive a personal plan and a personal plan can only be... (Handwritten text is partially legible and difficult to transcribe)

...at the Regional Center for Treatment. If you could go to a facility, you could... (Handwritten text is partially legible and difficult to transcribe)

...and I think there is a need to focus on education for those who are eligible for treatment. You should be allowed to receive the Regional Center. Your skills should be taught, but at least you can get treatment. You need. The problem is to listen to the issues. The CDPD Regional Health care administration. So if this guy is doing a good job, it is as long as he is. If he is doing a good job, I am committed to it. Regional Center. How much more does this really matter? It is not clear. If you need the treatment (redacted). I was told that would open up space for you to go to the Regional Center.

OPTIONAL: Name: [Redacted] Inmate Number: [Redacted]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   No one is willing to help Printed name: none

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES, NO.
   Comments: A lot of them are racist.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 2

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 3 1/2 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   3 1/2 years

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? 3 times a year
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 1 minute

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level? O-HELP and NRTS

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    O-HELP but I can't return to general population
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

0-Help and WATS, WATS is not offered at NSP and I can't return to General Population

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

When on segregation status you can't get a job unless you are a staff's favorite inmate and you are treated like crap and we don't get adequate medical care. I have been eligible for parole since July 22nd, 2013. I can do my programs on the streets/in society.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   Printed name: ______________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  __YES, X NO.
   Comments: I have been on a waiting list for help since 2006

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Immediate Segregation

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  About 20 in ten years

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  More than a year less than 2 years

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  5 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?  None

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  Never.
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  ____________

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?  None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  N/A
    Drug treatment program

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?  Anything is better than nothing
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Transition program would work but they don't have it anymore.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

[Blank lines]

Optional: Name [Redacted]  Inmate Number [Redacted]
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   ______________________________________________________________________
   Printed name: ______________________________________________________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  
   □ YES,  □ NO.  
   Comments:  ______________________________________________________________________

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

   ______________________________________________________________________

   INVOLUNTARY P.C.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  □ few times

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  ______________________________________________________________________

   1yr, 3 months or more.  Total

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

   ______________________________________________________________________

   Since Oct 2015

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

   __________________________

   Mental health reviews.  I've seen the psychologist when asked to, and I get to
   see the psychiatrist when ever needed in a reasonable amount of time, when needed.
   New meds or my meds adjusted cause of mental health issues.  It got done.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  □ a lot

   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  ______________________________________________________________________

   30 minutes to 1 hour

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

   ______________________________________________________________________

   Whatever is asked for

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?  ______________________________________________________________________

    Inpatient Residential Treatment

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

    ______________________________________________________________________

    Where medication is paid for and available when released until I get insurance
    through a job, and work release.
12) When on segregation status what **programs** would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

*Work Release*

Please provide any additional comments below:

**Additional Comments regarding segregation status:**

*I’ve had no problems with mental health options and service and I’ve asked to see them a lot over time.*
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

[Signature] Printed name: [Name]

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  

YES, X NO.  

Comments: The staff who work segregation are often those who have the hardest time interacting decently with inmate in general population. Also, the increased control they can exercise. Continued in additional comments.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Immediate Segregation, Disciplinary Segregation, Was placed in general pop.  9-18-14

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? 6 times in 12 yrs

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  

Approx 20-24 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?  

15 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

Basic stress release packets (your request), Monthly Mental health checks, Chemical Behavioral modification, A FORCED incentive based behavioral modification system (Levels Program)

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  

1/ Month  

Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  30 sec - 2 min

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Levels Program (A mandatory behavioral modification system, Access to talk to a Mental Health employee once a month that is through the cell door in full hearing of all inmates & staff (intercom speakers)

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  

I completed all recommended programming during my four & a half years at NCFY on this sentence

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?  

The ability to speak with mental health in a manner that assures confidentiality & empathy, Activities that help mentally/intellectually stimulate inmates in this area of isolation.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

The restrictive nature of the environment makes it difficult to give specific examples, but if there were some kind of activity to help stimulate the mind during long periods of isolation. Cont. Below

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: Question 2 cont. * this environment of perpetual stress & frustration tends to exacerbate their psychologically abusive tendencies.

Question 12 cont. * it would help reduce the stress & claustrophobia of being in segregation.

Segregation is not conducive to mental health. You have little else to do but think, sleep, & read the materials from the library or the book cart. Writing letters quickly becomes tedious & depressing because all you have to tell your people is how today is the same as yesterday & tomorrow looks to be the same. But all else aside, the cruellest part of segregation is that after you have done everything in your power to distract yourself & pass the time you have several hours each day to do little else than think. You eventually think through the pleasant & the trivial. Then all that is left is what lurks in shadows. You can't help but think about your regrets, your fears, your anger, & how you can't get out of the little box you're locked in. These thoughts don't wear out. They feed on themselves until the black out the fact that you have an out date. They cycle over & over until you wish you could somehow sleep & not just pass up. And when you do get out you can't help but be paranoid. You wonder who is still your friend & who snakes have been seeking to undermine you. Because we are not here for being good people. We are criminals. Drug dealers, rapists, murderers, & thieves populate our prisons. I understand the need & purpose for segregation. But you must not deny the cruel & harmful nature of this practice. I wish I could put forth a productive proposal of how to do things better, but all I have to contribute is the observation of my experience.

OPTIONAL: Name ______________ INMATE NUMBER ____________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

[Signature] Printed name

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  
   X YES, NO

Comments: Mental health does a great job with providing people with help.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Minimum Custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? One

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? Sixty days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

Sixty days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

Substance Abuse Programming, Self Betterment Programs, Rehabilitation Opportunities Service

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? None/Good

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? One hour

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Recreation, Law Library, Library Service, Medical Care

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Exercising, Religious Practice

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Continuing Exercising, Substance Abuse Programming

Keep away from violent illegal activity.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Substance Abuse Treatment, Recreation, Religious Practice

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

If we are going to be incarcerated and sentenced I understand there are rules and regulations of the Penitentiary but if segregated for unsanctioned and a period of immediate segregation time why give us more time like administrative confinement we already got a sentence to do here in the Penitentiary.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

[Signature]

Printed name: [Name]

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  

YES, [ ] NO.

Comments: Because mental health rarely help us, they do is tell us about tests.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Immediate Segregation.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?

5

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?

17-20 days

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

4 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

I didn't know there was mental health treatments when I was in segregation, so none.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  

Typically, how much time do they spend with you?

Zero

30 mins

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  

I really don't have a clue.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Treatment) I feel like we being so compact in the housing unit not able to get fresh air is a way to help a lot of people because then it'll be more time to converse with other inmates.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

To me as a first offender its not programs that'll help its the time in this prison that makes me ready to get back to society. You begin to miss family everyday all I get is fifteen mins on the phone once a day & maybe one visit every week. So I don't know about repeat offenders but to me as a first offender its my love ones that get me ready. I know how hard it is out there in the world and being away from the ones that love me is all I need to help myself realize that I need to straighten myself up to get back out there to society.

Additional Comments regarding segregation status:

Optional: Name [Redacted] Inmate Number [Redacted]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

______________________________
Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  ___YES, ___NO.

Comments: Mental Health Department is lacking, very slow to respond.
I have been waiting 6 months to see a Mental Health Doctor.
They are well behind in providing Mental Health Treatment.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

I was on A/C for 8 months - from 12/2013 to 8/2014

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  __Twice__

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  __9 Months__

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

8 months / protest 12/3/2013

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

I had to wait 8 days to get a response from a nurse.
Interview request when I was having serious issues.
Mental Health does not do their job properly.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?

Every 90 days if that.
Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 20 minutes due to being busy.

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

Transition packets. Packets to promote self help.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level?  __Drug treatment__

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I need help with depression / anger. I've told Mental Health 28 times (separate times) I needed help, and I still haven't seen a practitioner - this is since June 2014.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Self Betterment, Drug treatment, Counselling, a mental Health specialist that answers requests in a timely fashion.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: Mental Health takes too long to respond to requests. They don't take any of my issues seriously. I've been waiting 8 months to see the Mental Health doctor. Mental Health lacks in most areas, timing, treatment, getting appointments takes 8-10 days.

Staff are generally appropriate, some provoke inmates to anger by being overly controlling for no reason.

The segregation Transition packet is a joke, it's not taken seriously; not effective.

Inmates are taken from cell to "shower" in shackles which I feel is not needed, I feel it's inappropriate and doesn't make sense.

I felt that being in Segregation makes me angry. It makes me very angry and I have no way to vent my anger being stuck in a closed space for 23 hours a day.

Thanks for your time.

[Signature]

OPTIONAL: Name [Redacted] INMATE NUMBER [Redacted]
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

_________________________________ Printed name: ________________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? ___ YES, ___ NO.

Comments: Mental Health really don't visit at all. I been here 30 days and have written two kites to Mental Health and haven't receive one back.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

P/C / Pending classification.

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? \\

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? ___ 30 days +

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

30 days

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

They've spoken to me once since I've been here.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? ___ 0.

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 30-45 mins

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

None.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? None

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

If they can just come down and speak and find out what's going on in the mind and go from there. We need to be able to express our thoughts and feelings so that it won't be a problem later.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Interacting with other inmates. Playing B-Ball and exercising together. Incentives will make a whole lot of difference.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: I recently wrote a kite to mental health and they still haven't responded to my kite. It's been more than three weeks now. I can't believe the (mental health) brushes me off like that. A lot of people need help here, including me. If they would just listen to the problems that we inmates have, then we might turn out better or have a better attitude towards things and people. Another thing is that if a person is having a heart attack the staff wouldn't give a care b/c they don't care to check it out. We are in a lost world here. Show that you care and we will do the same. They never listen and blow you off and send you back to go saying you're ok, there's no need for treatment or more counseling or even to future go into your situation/problem. When initially I informed them that I DO have a few mental issues, what do they do? They diagnosed it with being a normal thing. Well, I don't feel normal. Far from it.

OPTIONAL: Name_________________________ INMATE NUMBER_________________________
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here

Printed name: __________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? YES, ___ NO.

Comments: I disagree with the mental health providers. They do not seem to be engaged in helping inmates and the administration is unresponsive toward inmates.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)

Disciplinary seg

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? Over a dozen

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? About a year

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?

20 days so far but I was sentenced to be kept out of 2 write-ups.

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?

As far as I know none. You may write an inmate interview request form requesting mental health treatment but you neither receive treatment or its effects until you have a very long and difficult visitation with mental health.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Never

Typically, how much time do they spend with you? ______________

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?

GED programs are available but none other than I know of

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? Programs are assigned to an inmate once he's been screened by escort and no programs are eligible in seg.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

I believe a good unjudgmental listener who is not ignorance to our situation as well as life style would help.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Job Skills, People Skills

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: Honestly my biggest concern is the hygiene problems. We are only able to shower 3 days out of 7 and able to clean our rooms once out of 7 days. With flu-like viruses out there we are exposed to it and more likely to catch because of poor hygiene.
Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   Printed name: ____________________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward
   you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  YES, X NO.
   Comments: The staff in segregation is very unprofessional.
   By harassing and being disrespectful during the communication.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Administrative confinement AKA solitary

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  twice

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  ten months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   nine months so far

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   A person from medical almost sprints past my door
   and yells out “medical!”

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  none
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  none

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None, they have taken away recreation

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level?  none

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    I don’t know
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Transition program that was in place at NSP but has been taken away.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: I am currently in segregation for refusing to lockdown and have been here for three months. There are too many examples of prior instances of rule breaking by inmates and then being placed in segregation for long periods of time one or two a year or two at a time. I believe segregation or solitary confinement is being misused by Department of Corrections.
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
_________________________ Printed name: ______________________

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate? ______ YES, ______ NO.

Comments: Some of our case managers don't seem to think that we need things done timely. They take their time. They don't treat us like people, more like like numbers.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
Protective Custody ____________________________

4) How many times have you been on segregation status? _____

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status? 14 months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
14 months. I have been on a transfer list but nothing ever happens. When you ask staff, they never seem to know.

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
NONE. You have to send a "Kite" to mental health, and they will show up a week or two later, and all they tell you to do is workout and not to worry too much.

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner? Never. You have to write them. Typically, how much time do they spend with you? 10 mins

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
NONE. A lot of us need to attend the R.T.C/S.A.I.V program but we can't. We can't even have our own P.A.W.S to help each other. A lot of us need to do our program in order to obtain parole but are not able to so then we are just stuck and that feeling alone will stress one out.

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current housing level? R.T.C/S.A.I.V, Anger Management.

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
Someone to sit down with you and try to draw up a plan. Someone to talk about our concerns about what we're going to do when released. Some of us are getting dropped out so we can't really go back to what we were doing before. This really hurts our chances of parole.
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12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

S.A.V.I.R.T.C. or some kind of drug program for protective custody. Anger management, some sort of parenting class would be helpful.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: It feels as if we are being punished in protective custody. I am here because I don't want to be involved in my gang anymore. I came to prison due to my drug problem, not for gang activities. So I was attacked because I didn't want to attack some rival. Now it's as if I'm being punished for it. I need to complete my programs in order to get released on parole so now I'm forced to risk going to Gen Pop to attend the drug program and risk being attacked. In seg also the medical staff just walk by the doors and ask if you need medical. Most of the time they are gone and on to the next cell by the time you get up. The never pass by at the same time. Sometimes it's in the Am. sometimes in the P.M. Our staff tend to take their time in helping us get things done. I tried to start a AA/NA meeting but was denied. Us addicts have bad days and struggle with our addictions everyday and it would help to talk in a group setting to get over our struggles. I just think lot needs to be done to help seg inmates that are trying to do the right thing, get help and work towards our release. Case managers dismiss us like this is a joke. It's not a joke its our life's and the lives of our family. All this stress takes its toll on ones mind. I know we are prisoners but we are doing our time and we are still people, Dads sons, Brothers, etc... Doing this much time in a room the size of a bathroom is just crazy and can drive people crazy.

Thank you for your time

Hope to see changes in the future.

OPTIONAL: Name _______ INMATE NUMBER _______
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Please complete both sides of this form.

1) If someone from the facility helped you fill out this form, please have them sign here
   Printed name:

2) Do you believe the treatment by staff, mental health providers, and prison administrators toward you, and/or other inmates has been fair, professional, and appropriate?  __ YES,  __ NO.
   Comments: After a physical confrontation that put me in 6/65, I begged to see medical due to an injury to my
   lower back and inflammation. Staff refused this medical emergency where my arm swelled to 2x its size with
   excruciating pain. It took 3 days to see medical. Similar treatment with mental health by staff as discussed later.

3) What is your level of segregation status at this time, or during your most recent stay, list all
   applicable: (For example, protective custody, intensive management, etc.)
   Protective custody

4) How many times have you been on segregation status?  __

5) Overall, approximately how long have you been on segregation status?  __ months

6) During this stay, or your most recent stay in segregation status, how long were you held?
   __ + months with no out date visible

7) What mental health treatments are available to you when on segregation status?
   Counseling services

8) How often are you contacted by a mental health practitioner?  __/month
   Typically, how much time do they spend with you?  __ min – 1 hour (30-45 min average)

9) What programs are available to you in segregation status?
   None that I am aware of and as I've been told

10) What programs are part of your individualized plan, but are unavailable to you at your current
    housing level? Residential Substance Abuse Treatment

11) When on segregation status what mental health treatment would be helpful for you to return to
    general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?
    Diagnosis and treatment for dual disorders of SPMI (Severe Persistent
    Mental Illness) and drug addiction. Center Pointe offers these services
    with available psychiatrists and psychologists, which both seem to be lacking in
    prison.
12) When on segregation status what programs would be helpful for you to return to general population or to society as a whole when you leave prison?

Any and all programs available to GP (equal opportunity), college classes for those who have a degree (BA or BS) for continuing education and transitional services to work release & all inmates rather than released just to parole or "jamming" Work training services.

Please provide any additional comments below:

Additional Comments regarding segregation status: When I arrived at NSP, I was told there was a wait list of 450+ people to see the psychiatrist. It took nearly 3 weeks to see mental health due to my move from the waiting list of RTC to Segregation to GP back to segregation. Mental health finally told me that I had been assigned 3 different staff due to placement in different units. After getting comfortable with my current counselor, when I move to the PC unit, I'll get a new counselor. Further, I have been waiting 2 months now to see the psychiatrist and still have not for my severe depression. I was told by mental health that they no longer have a psychiatrist as of 1 month ago and that told by other staff that there was a psychiatrist. Basically, the right hand doesn't know what the left hand is saying or doing when they do, the rest of the staff does not want to help. I asked segregation staff to have mental health speak to me due to me having a severe depression and I had been coming on. I was told by staff I'd be seen two days later; it has been 2 weeks and I haven't seen mental health. I got so frustrated with the deceit and lies that I told mental health by inmate request (Kobe) that I wanted nothing to do with them anymore. I've begged and pleaded for help and get none. The same thing happened with my last prison number 72317. I asked for help with my depression and got a lackluster performance. Rather than work on my underlying depression and the courses for it, I was sent to the same facility as someone whom sexually assaulted me at the Diagnostic Evaluation Center. After reporting it, I was laughed at by staff put in PC, then after months of complaining and trying to get counseling, the slide report         the slide report and did nothing about the complaint. When released, I went back to drugs to self-medicate and am back in prison for it. I am then back in protective custody for my safety where I'll get no help again. To top it off, my returning to prison again, I need my depression in check, a stable job with sufficient means to support myself & companies don't hire educated professional who are felons rather they only want grunts.

OPTIONAL: Name: ___________________________ INMATE NUMBER: ___________________________